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About the Company

Cowboy is a Belgium-based designer and manufacturer of
innovative electric bikes for urban riders.

The Cowboy mission is to create more reasons for people to ride
the bike rather than drive their car. They plan to do this through
accessible, beautiful and seamless designs, a delightful and simple
experience, exceptional customer care, and a focus on safety via
the incorporation of anti-theft and fall detection technologies.

Goals

Offer Riders a Healthier Route



Notify Riders About Air Quality On the Go



Offer a Variety of Air Quality Visualizations



An article published in Science Direct and
cited by the European Commission
suggests that cyclists inhale more air
pollutants than motorists in traffic, mainly
due to faster, deeper breathing than that
of passive commuters traveling by car or
bus. With this knowledge and their focus
on health and safety, Cowboy sought to
work with an air quality provider to
develop a custom navigation system that
provides an option for riders to choose a
less polluted and healthier route while
commuting in the city.



To help riders connect seamlessly to their
bikes, Cowboy developed a companion app
which continuously delivers useful insights
to their users. Cowboy now wished to
include updates about real-time air quality
via the app so customers could better plan
healthier bike rides.



To add more value to their app experience,
and offer an optimal urban mobility
experience, Cowboy wanted to provide a
range of visually intuitive and impactful
ways for riders to understand the air quality
around them, including a dynamically
changing map view of air quality.



The Solution
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To deliver healthier route planning to riders, Cowboy needed to find
an air quality provider that offered the level of accuracy, granularity
and refresh rate they needed for urban cycling.


As the only provider of real-time air quality information at the streetlevel resolution of meters, Bree o eter was an obvious choice.
Bree o eter s data is uniquely modeled on multiple sources including
information provided by monitoring stations, as well as air pollution
information, such as traffic patterns, satellite and weather data, active
fire s smoke models, meteorological information, and land cover.
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Cowboy worked with Bree o eter to integrate accurate, real-time
air quality data into their Cowboy companion app. sing this data,
Cowboy suggests to cyclists the best route, as well as a healthier
alternative. The app includes a visuali ation of the air quality level
along the route itself, showing the total exposure in g m . When
users dock their phone to the mount, the app serves as a ride
dashboard, letting users monitor at a glance, the bike itself, their
trip stats and now also air quality along the route.
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sing Bree o eter s air quality data, the Cowboy app now
includes new features that deliver actionable information to riders.
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The air quality level where the rider is currently located is always
available in the ride dashboard. otifications in the app makes this
data highly visible and actionable, notifying riders when the air
quality level is notably good or poor, so they can make decisions
based on current air quality conditions.


N

With Bree o eter s air quality data, Cowboy has been able to add
an entirely new layer and fresh experience to the navigation map.
iders can toggle on the air quality layer on the map, keeping air
quality information available at all times, for use while planning
their ride or for making continual and informed ad ustments while
on the move.
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20% of Users Choose Slower Routes to
A oid Air ollution



sage of the Cowboy App is growing all the
time. 10 million rides have been undertaken in
total using the app, with 800,000 trips in ay
2022 alone. The data shows an average of 8
rides per week per active user, with 46% of
rides while the app is open and % of rides
while using the navigation and cleanest route
functionality.






The growing app usage and user surveys
undertaken by Cowboy indicate a growing
interest in the environmental data that Cowboy
is sharing with its riders and increased
awareness regarding the air they breathe while
riding. sage numbers show 20% of users take
a slower route to avoid air pollution and in a
survey of users, two thirds said they
“sometimes” or “frequently” take a slower
route to benefit from better air quality and less
car traffic.
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As a company with a strong sense of the power
of technology to solve the biggest problems of
our time, Cowboy has shown itself to be a
leader in the eBike market. With the inclusion of
Bree o eter s air quality data in the Cowboy
app and the innovative cleanest route
functionality, Cowboy became the first ebike
maker to include a navigate-by-air quality
feature in its app. T W - “The ext Web”
publication highlighted Cowboy in an article
titled, “Every navigation app should have
Cowboy s air-quality ebike route feature” and
cited the feature as “a really neat idea”!
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“Since its inception, Cowboy has always strived to deliver the most innovative technology to users.
roviding real-time air quality was a step further in that direction, made possible by teaming up
with Bree o eter.”
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